
Post-doc position

Cell motility in deformable environments

Position: 
The position, starting no later than 01/01/2019, will be funded for up to 24 months by a CNRS
Momentum grant which also covers travel and equipment costs associated to it. The project will
combine modeling and simulations (Pierre Recho and Jocelyn Etienne) with experiments (Claude
Verdier and Valérie Laurent) to understand how active cell mechanics conspire with substrate
deformation to give rise to different cell gaits that are controlled by the substrate rheology.

Left : 3D migration of cancer cells in  a collagen gel. Right: Displacements fields in response to cell tractions.

Cell crawling is driven by the cytoskeleton, an internal scaffolding meshwork of bio-polymers in
the cell which possesses three main active self-organized properties: adhesion to the substrate,
contraction and growth. The cooperation of these three out-of-equilibrium properties to propel the
cell was first experimentally observed by Abercrombie in the seventies. However, this description
does not  take  into account  the deformation  of  the substrate  which  couples  the cytoskeleton
organization over the whole contact area. Our team has shown using Traction Force Microscopy
that the transient velocity of deformation of an elastic substrate can be of the same order of
magnitude  as  the  cytoskeletal  flow,  pointing  towards  a  strong  importance  of  the  substrate
deformation as a mechanical regulator of cell motion. We want to jointly develop a continuum
theoretical framework and an experimental platform visualizing the cytoskeleton organization of
cells  migrating on a  collagen substrate  where fibers  density  and network reticulation can be
varied,  to  rigorously  understand the mechanical  concepts  coupling the visco-elastic  substrate
deformation to cell motility. 
Skills: 
The candidate should prove excellent research records in bio-physics/mechanics either from a
theoretical  (modelling,  numerics,…)  or  experimental  (cell  biology,  live  cell  microscopy,
microfluidics,…) perspective. A combination of these two skills will be highly valuable. 
Location: 
Grenoble is the unique conjunction of a well-established university city with world-class research groups, within 
a great mountain landscape. The LIPhy was originally a Physics department but is now highly interdisciplinary 
(solid and fluid mechanics, statistical physics, optics, applied mathematics, biology, ).…
 Contact: 
pierre.recho@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr
claude.verdier@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr
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